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THE

RADICAL CURE OF HERNIA:
EMBRACING

/
A DESCRIPTION OF THE

ITS

VARIETIES,

PECULIAR

GERS, TREATMENT

HISTORY

DAN

AND PERMANENT CURE.

TOGETHER

A

DISEASE,

CONDITIONS, CAUSES, SYMPTOMS,

WITH

OF

TRUSSES.

AND

AN EXAMINATION INTO THE VARIOUS KINDS IN GENERAL USE

WITH

A

DEDUCTION

OF

NEW

PRINCIPLES,

INSTRUMENT RECENTLY
RADICAL

WITH

[J^This su.
designed for the
many inquiries so
attempt,

ly

ever

AND

A

DESCRIPTION

INVENTED

FOR

J

OF

A

NEW

A

CURE.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

-y is condensed from a manuscript of some extent by the author on the subject,
eral reader. It is presumed it will be sufficiently comprehensive to answer the
eqnently made by those afflicted in relation to their disease. It embraces the first

offered,

traced from actual

as an exposition
experience in the

BY

of the

philosophy

of

a

Radical Cure ; and has been

treatment of the disease.

.....li^oV-^—
A.

W.

BATTKKSON,

M.

D.

CINCINNATI:
STEREOTYPED BY E. SHEPARD, SECOND ST.

1849.

principal

wx

INTRODUCTORY.
The Radical Cure of Hernia, is

only certainly

and

permanently effected by

the

influence of proper mechanical means. The philosophy of the process discloses
to us, that it is a simple effort, which the system favors : and in
attempting to
institute it, we should
nature.
This we do

only as in restoring any other abnormal condition aid
by supporting and stimulating the part; supporting it,
that it.s healthy relations may be sustained : stimulating it, that it may not relax
the more by virtue of the support, but be excited to a healthy condition ; which
the gentle, uniform and elastic pressure of a wooden block, of the
proper size and
demensions, will only do.
—

—

—

—

By

its

gentleness of pressure, the part is not benumbed, debilitated and relaxed.
uniformity of action, the hernia is securely retained. By its size and shape,
the surrounding tendonous fibre is stimulated to
contraction; and, early are
established deposit, adhesion,
re-union, thickening, and finally, consolidation of

By

its

the tissues ; which restores the
part to a condition of permanency and power,
not surpassed by any previous
healthy and vigorous state.

Entered

according

to the Act of

A. W.
n

Congress, in
PATTERSON,

the year

1849, by

the Clerk's office of the United States
District Court of Ohio.

RADICAL CURE OF HERNIA.
The scant knowledge possessed
ducement to present these pages.

by

the multitude of the disease here treated

of, has been the in
observation, except to the professional man acquainted with
its anatomy,
furnishing but little information, and there being no work extant on the subject,
designed for the general reader, renders the demand for such a publication pressing indeed. It is
a lamentable truth, that
many linger under hernia, sometimes for years, without being at all. acquainted
with the character of their complaint;
no
Mere

consequently, having
apprehensions concerning it, until,
strangulated state has intervened—when, more than likely, surgical aid
are
who
of
without
others,
Again,
course,
any information on the subject and
consequently unable to judge for themselves, endeavor to obtain relief, but are unfortunately led
astray by promises with instruments incapable of rendering it. To all such, then, these pages are
offered, with a hope that they may be benefited.
perhaps,

comes

irreducible

an

or

there

late.

too

To such of the Medical Profession as may meet with this summary, we would say, that in our
endeavor to disseminate general information on so important a subject as' that of hernia, and improve
the usual mode of treatment, we do it in aid of the Profession, whose object is the relief of human
It must be admitted there is

suffering.

no

branch of

general practice

that has received

attention ; and almost necessarily so : an effort therefore to reclaim, it is
ciated. In respect to the treatment, mechanically, due regard has been

hoped,
paid

will be

so

little

duly

appre
that it should be in

exact accordance with

anatomical principles ; and although the views may be new, the best authori
ties may be cited to sustain them.— See Lawrence, p. 91 ; Sir Jlstley Cooper, p. 378, etc.
A remedial agent, that would be entirely effective, and at the same time devoid of the serious
objections, so common to all in general use, has long been wanted. Such a one we have endeavored
to furnish.

eminent

And

we

may add, the very liberal manner in which it has been received
is flattering testimony of the success of our efforts.

by

the most

practitioners,

CHAPTER
HERNIA,

I.

OR RUPTURE IN GENERAL.

When the walls of the abdomen have given away, or become so relaxed in some part as to permit
the bowels or their appendages to escape outwardly, generally in the form of a lump or swelling
under the skin, the person is said to have Hernia or Rupture.
When it is not the result of external injury happening on any part of the abdomen, as by a
blow, it generally has regular seats of appearance ; as, at obliterated passages, naturally weak ;
are intended to be occupied, as those
or at others which continue to communicate outwardly, but
through which the spermatic cords pass ; and which but require to be widened by relaxation to
occasion its

occurrence.

Hernia, then, properly speaking, is not a disease, though we term it such, but a physical defect,
resultin" from injury, or weakness of the muscles embracing the abdomen, and may occur in the most
robust and even healthy.
called the peritoneum,
As the protrusion passes outward, it carries before it a thin, pearly membrane,
forms the
which lines the abdomen in every part ; and when it reaches its external position, this
its
rotund
appearance.
hernial sac, or sheath, and gives the swelling
to that of the fist.
But
end
the
the
size
of
from
finger's
thus
tumor
The
escaping, may vary
dimensions.
when permitted to remain down long, may increase to inordinate
his
health
somewhat
and
disturbed.
The person attacked finds his strength materially diminished,
A drag
are often felt in the bowels.
He shrinks from usual exertion, and pain and colica symptoms
is
experienced, on account of the bowel being forced from its

ging, sinking sensation,

especially

natural situation and its functions somewhat interrupted.
in its mildest form, and when
These symptoms, however, present the disease

none

worse

inter

bowel in the abdomen and retaining it there by the
generally mitigated by replacing the
the protruded parts till they
All of which should be readily done by gently pressing
proper means.
instrument
usually called a Truss; which, by its elastic pressure, is
disappear, and applying an
vene,

are

the retention.
relief should now be obtained ; for when a ruptnre is perfectly replaced and securely
the affliction is lost sight of to a degree for a time.
retained with an instrument that sits easy,
The patient instead of finding himself relieved
to be the case.
But unfortunately this is seldom likely
His truss pains him, and his rupture is frequently escaping. The bowel
is probably any thing else.
and it, perhaps, requires caution to restrain the disease from
is becoming pinched, the part irritated ;
a dangerous form.

intended

to

secure

Comparative

assuming

The Radical Cure
He is not

aware

that the instrument which he

wears

Hernia.

of
to

so

little purpose,

as

well

as

most found in

of the
gotten up by empirics and mere machinists, who know nothing of the anatomy
disease, and of course less of the consequent principles upon which a truss should be constructed.
unable
been
he
has
whom
has
the
to
looked
for
that
Nor does he know
relief,
probably
physician
to extend it, on account that he has had no better instrument to apply ; from the fact that he has
been deterred from any attempt to furnish a suitable one, because of the very illiberal feeling
that has pervaded a portion of the Profession, in respect to a just and honorable recompense.

general

are

use,

It is well known that but few could afford, or at least were
produce an improvement for which they should receive

willing to spend their time and money
no proper remuneration.
When a trea
was furnished, the
Profession
of
the
any department
propriety of a copy-right was not ques
tioned : nor should have been any more the same protection to the useful inventor.
These, then, have been the causes which so unfortunately led to a professional neglect of the
hernial patient, and thereby threw him into the hands of the incompetent for treatment. But
to

tise

on

say, that the illiberal

prejudice is fast disappearing ; and surgery for it applies
already receiving many valuable acquisitions in this way. It bids fair to keep
of
that
marks the age, and the ratio of human suffering be
spirit
improvement
correspondingly diminished.
Hernia is capable not only of a perfect retention by a truss, and with ease to the wearer, but
susceptible of permanent relief by a radical cure. This is known to the judicious medical practi
we

to

happy

are

to its entire

range

—

—

pace with the

tioner: and the instrument which he carefully constructs in accordance with correct anatomical
may be expected will perform it. And when such will have supplanted the deceptions
of the day, there will no longer be cause of complaint.
A hernial protrusion may not always consist of bowel—it
may be composed of an appendage
which serves as a covering to the contents of the abdomen, known as the caul in
and the

principles, it

omentum in the

human

of intestinal

omental.

disease

or

animals,
And accordingly, as the case may be, the rupture receives the name
sometimes, however, is composed of both. These two forms of the

subject.
It

generally distinguished by the feel. An intestinal hernia is usually soft and elastic to
and, when forced back into the abdomen, disappears with a gurgling noise. An omental
the contrary, is somewhat hard, and of a thick,
doughy consistence, ahd makes no noise
returning into the abdomen.
The disease is likewise subject to certain conditions, which
terms of distinction.
are

the touch ;

rupture

on

require general

^

When

a

.replaced,

hernia

can be returned into the abdomen, it is said to
it is termed Irreducible: and when the muscles

quence of being irritated, so contract upon it
it is said to be Strangulated.

be

Reducible: when it cannot be
the orifice of exit, in conse
and endanger mortification,

embracing

as

to arrest tje

circulation,

These are but preliminary remarks, and
appertain to the disease in general. We will now take
regular detail, its various relations, forms and conditions, and plainly, but briefly, describe them ;
and, afterward, the treatment and the improved remedial means employed for that purpose.

up, in

CHAPTER
THE

Before entering upon

Pelvis,

or

II.

PELVIS, OR BONY STRUCTURE, AND ITS RELATIONS TO HERNIA.

Bony

bear upon the

a

description

of the varieties of

structure connected with the

subject.
Pelvis,

or

abdomen

•

Hernia, we will present a view of the
and accompany it with such remarks as
mav

Bony Structure.

Explanation.
Spine

or

I. Illium

or

a.

c.

back bone.
haunch bone.

Poupart's ligament.

d. Gimbernat's ligament.
e. Junction of the
pubic

bones, by

tillaginous substance.
/. Continuation of the pubic
bone,
the other side.

car-

as on

The Radical Cure

of

Hernia.

Here, then,

is the foundation upon which are built
tendons, ligaments, muscles and tissues, to
all wonderfully and beautifully woven together by nature, for the
support and protection of the organs within. When they perform this intended function fully, the
parts remain entire ; when they do not, hernia is the result.
To understand properly, then, the nature of this failure, or abnormal condition of the
parts, a
the

complete

pelvic cavity

—

knowledge of the skeleton structure upon which they stand, as well as of its relative bear
with the different situations of the disease, is
indispensable.
A short distance on either side of the middle of the
pubic bone, on its upper edge, a strong
ligament (Poupart's) is given off in direction of the groin. Immediately under, and in the angle of
its connection with the bone, a certain difficult kind of rupture
(Femoral) makes its appearance.
Its relative position here should be carefully marked.
Again, descending from above, in direction of the groins, the spermatic cords and round liga
ments appear at the top of this bone and
In course of these, other
pass down externally to it.

correct

ings

ruptures (Inguinal) make their appearance, and

come

in close contact with it.

It

will, therefore,

6ecn, it has close connection with the subject in point of locality.
liut a more practical importance is attached to the
subject ; which consists in the

be

application of

the instrument for

relief; which must be done in view of these facts, or no beneficial results can be
the contrary, much that is highly injurious.
often heard to complain of their truss hurting ; and well might they, it may be said,
when the cause is inquired into.
An instrument that rests upon the pubic bone, not only pinching,
but literally contusing, the integuments and spermatic cord
producing all the results of a shriveled
testis, &c.
or, at another point, compressing the great vessels of the thigh where they emerge from

expected

;

but,

Patients

on

are

—

—

the abdomen, causing numbness and even palsy of the limb— might well make a patient complain.
Now, the cause of all this suffering and injury to the patient, which, too, is so common, arises
from an ignorance of the anatomy of the part, and of the close relations existing between the Bony
For an instrument to sit easy and be effective,
structure and the different situations of the disease.

conformity with these, and in view of a proper knowledge of them. The im
portance of such attainment, then, will be seen to be as unquestionable as it is indispensable.

must be constructed in

CHAP TEE

III.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF HERNIA AND THEIR ANATOMY.
The various kinds of hernia are designated according to the part of the abdomen in which they
There are four general varieties, viz : Inguinal, Femoral, Umbilical, and Ventral. Their
relative situations, as well as the anatomy of the parts connected with them, will be better understood
reference to the following cut, which shows a dissection of the groin and parts adjacent.
occur.

by

A Dissection

of the

Groin,

showing the

Anatomy

of

Hernia..

a.
Explanation.
cus or navel, the
—

The umbili
attachment of

the umbilical cord at birth.
b. The jn«err<arabdominal ring
where the spermatic cord of the
male, or the round ligament

of the uterus in the female,
quits the abdomen on its out
C

ward passage.
The spermatic cord or round
ligament in the inguinal canal,
the passage connecting the two

abdominal rings.
d. The external abdominal ring,
where the cord or ligament

e.

/.

leaves the inguinal canal to
pass over the arch of the pubis.
The femoral aperture or ring,
for the outward passage of the
femoral vessels.
The muscles covering the in

guinal canal,

and

ed away
side.

on

as

g. The arch of the

not

the

dissect

opposite

pubis partly

seen.

the

spermatic
The skin is here laid down from off the muscles, exposing
also presenting a
they emerge from the abdominal rings ;

uterus, where

cords and ligaments of-the
v.ew of the different aper-

The Radical Cure

6

of

Hernia.

We will describe
and parts adjacent, from which the various hernia escape.
them in the order observed above.
I\c;iinal Hernia and its Varieties— Inguinal ruptures are so named because they appear in
Their appearance is through the abdominal rings, which
what is called the inguinal region or groin.
are natural openings through the walls for the passage of the spermatic cords of the male and the
of the- uterus in the female. These rings are situated in each groin ; the lower
round
turei and localities

ligaments
immediately above

the pubic bone, and the other about an inch and a half above it, in the direction
It
The upper or internal ring, only communicates with the interior of the abdomen.
outward
about half the thickness of the walls, where it joins the inguinal canal.
directly

of the <roin.

perforates

This passage descends and connects it with the lower or external ring, which perforates the remain
half thickness of the walls and appears immediately under the skin.
Here, then, through this
passage, is a natural opening from the interior of the abdomen outward. Through it the

ing

winding

as named pats ; and in company with them Common Inguinal or Oblique
appearance.
By examination of the cut the description will be readily
oblique hernia is of long standing and permitted to remain down consid
the internal ring becomes distended, and drawn down so as, perhaps, to correspond with

cords and
Hernia

ligaments

makes

understood.

erably,

ils

When

the external ring.
Its obliquity being thus destroyed, it receives the name of Direct Inguinal
Hernia.
But there is another way in which the inguinal form leaves the abdomen, and of course the
name takes upon it a
corresponding variation. Instead of leaving the abdomen through the inter

nal ring, as described, it sometimes bursts through the tissues immediately under and into the lower
ring; when, on account of being more in the ventral region, it is called Vcn>
Inguinal Hernia.
YV lien in any of the above instances it is
permitted to'continue its course downward, as all ruptures
when not supported gradually descend, it
makes
its
into
the
scrotum
of
the male, when it
finally
way
>■„.

is called Scrotal

Hernia;

or

into the

pudenda

of the female when it is called Pudendal Hernia.

There

is another variation of

Inguinal Hernia, which, on account of its appearing at birth or soon after,
accompanying the testis in its descent from the abdomen and having no peritoneal coverin", is called
Congenital Hernia. We frequently meet with little sufferers laboring under this form of the disease,
in consequence of neglect, and
unfortunately too, for it is generally beyond the reach of remedy.
Many accouchers, unacquainted with it for it is sometimes difficult to detect take but little
notice of it,
mistaking it for a slight swelling, which they imagine will soon disappear. But instead
of disappearing, it soon becomes
irreducible, by the formation of adhesions, and consequently beyond
treatment.
Mr. D. of Philadelphia,
brought a sprightly boy of six or seven years of age to me, to
know the cause of a
swelling in the part, which he stated had existed since a few days after birth.
I
Upon examination, found it to be Congenital Hernia. It had reached the upper part of the
scrotum^
where it had become
firmly adhered ; and consequently irreturnable. He insisted upon an effort at
—

—

I made trial for a week, but to no
purpose.
Femoral Hernia— This variety is of considerably less

treatment.

frequent occurrence than the one just de
happily too, for it is the most difficult and dangerous of all. It is a form of the disease that
becomes large, hence its severity; for, in
proportion as a hernia is small it is dangerous
being
more liable to incarceration.
It is somewhat difficult to
give an idea of its anatomy. A dissection
is not so
easily presented to the eye, when represented by a drawing. But, by reference to the prece
ding cut, an imperfect conception may be had.
In front of the pubic bone, and
immediately under the attachment to it of a strong ligament, called
Fouparts or the crural arch, which bounds the lower and outer part of the
abdomen, is an aperture
through which the nerve and great blood-vessels pass from the abdomen to be distributed on the limb
scribed ; and
never

-

below

this passage,

Through

and takes .ts

name

then,

accordingly.

in company with these
vessels, this variety of hernia appears
enlarges and continues to descend, its course is toward

If it

the
oval or elongated and sometimes
hour-glass shape lyins
horizontal position, and
rising somewhat above and anterior to the ligament SomeUmes, ,„stead of extending toward the bend of the
thigh, it continues its course in company with the
•»«>«
perpendicularly along the inner and anterior part of the limb.
The
'esisted in its Ascent, presents but little external
glandS and adip0Se matter tend fnrther l° o^eal it ; espethe f
ySUbJeCt- " ^ in Size fr0m the bu,k of a haze1™' to that of a
walnut, and but rarely attains a more considerable
magnitude
bend

o

the

generally

thigh,

while it

assumes

an

-

in a

IvrZT "f df««»d*
ance-ZthTfe hhPySeatf ^ ™?
c^lv'in
? rln/aubSOrb,ent
wan'u andb^ .°r,

adaied'innrumer'used6
""Vf"* °.f
Tet

appear!

a"

U™* l° ^ b«
^eatly owing to the very illy
thm h" bee" "°
^^ constructed
Femoral m
in
Mr- H-. a respectable citizen of
g, 1 he
Philadelphia, called on ™'wl,h
me with
a
Femoral Hernia, wh.ch
declared, no truss he could i'"1-""5
would retain
w«u«"
procure
retain
and he but exand
,
pressed the general i>»nBri.n,,» „<■ .u

R™,7b

■

TenerJLV^"'™
}

T,' *?

■

a,-

,

.

,

"

h"

m^ing
perfect
j»TTB"K0t7
?
*? 8fisfaction m°»ths
afterward, of
learning
perfectly
?, L 7" ,tomen.tV »?d abo"t five ***
mention, but feel "proud Lb"" /enabled
^
MJ™™ '"'the
TnerT7' "f
T° d'SeaSe'
alread>' intimated,
produced
sufferin^^d I
? IT ''l*
the recollection
gladdens
instances
which
retention

he

was

weU

°f

H

f

that has

so

in

a

*

much

*

reh.?hM be«a&rded

Umbilical Hernia.-™, is a
protrusion
always somewhat tender and weak, and

at

the umbilicus

consequently subject

3S

at

to

or

the

of the

navel-a

oart of th.

numerous
i

,

dTsease Tt being thl 'taT

■

The Radical Cure
ment

of the umbilical cord

of

Hernia.

7

at

birth.it never becomes so firmly grown over as other parts of the
lower, where the weight of the viscera would be more upon it,
person could escape hernia.
It is a form of the disease that frequently occurs in children, on
account of a defective condition of the
part continuing ; and especially when they are what nurses
call crr.T... It is likewise an attendant
upon pregnancy and parturition, from consequent distension
of the abdomen and unusual taxation of the muscles.
It will, therefore, be seen to prevail in children
abdomen.

Indeed,

it situated

were

no

and

child-bearing

women.

Ventral Hernia.— This form, as its name would indicate,
strictly belongs to the abdomen. In
fact when a hernia appears on
any part of the abdomen, more or less distant from the varieties
it
is
enumerated,
properly entitled Ventral. Appearing so much a3 it were at random in any part,
renders the adaptation of a truss somewhat difficult. In truth almost
every case requires an instru
ment to be made
expressly for it. It is happily but of rare occurrence.

CHAPTER

IV.

PECULIAR CONDITIONS OF HERNIA.
That one-ninth of mankind should be afflicted with this species of
a medium estimate of Medical statistics, and
prevails to

yet, it is but

generally supposed.

It is

common to

of life is exempt from it.

the old and young, male and

Certain varieties, however,

are

more

suffering,
a

may

seem

vastly greater

female;

and

no

incredible;

extent than is

condition

common to one sex,

or

mode

and others to

the other.

Inguinal Hernia is more common to males. And this seems to arise from the comparatively
pelvis, and more distended state of the abdominal rings. On account of the first, the weight
of the abdomen is less sustained within the bony cavity ; and consequently the muscles of the groin
more taxed, and the abdominal
rings more exposed; which, in addition to their comparatively wider
state, and the mobility of the cord within them, must induce this variety of the disease in the male.
Again, Femoral and Umbilical Hernia are more common to females. By reversing the causes
just enumerated, we account for the prevalence of the first. For the pelvic cavity of the female,
being comparatively larger, sustaining the weight of the viscera almost entirely, under ordinary
thus relieving the abdominal parieties, but exposing the femoral aper
circumstances, within it
tures more, predispose to the first-named variety.
While the distention of the abdomen in pregnancy,
narrow

—

and the over-taxation of the abdominal muscles in

child-birth,

increase the chances of the umbilical

form.
Several hernia: not

unfrequently

occur

As for instance : Femoral on one
same person.
the other ; or the same variety on both sides. When
on opposite sides, the person is said to have Double

in the

side, and Inguinal, or Inguinal and Femoral, on
they appear, however, under any circumstances,

Hernia.
The right side, more generally than the left, is the seat of the complaint. This may be occasioned
from more sudden exertion being usually made by the limbs on this side. The right foot, for instance,
is generally placed forward first ; or used in preference to the othei, when any single and sudden
effort is made. The right arm is likewise more individually the servant of the will. In short the
limbs and muscles on this side, in every particular, are more employed in hasty and violent efforts,
which accounts for the greater prevalence of the disease upon it.
It is a condition of Hernia to be hereditary. It unfortunately entails itself, with all the certainties
Show me the parent that is rup
of a constitutional disease, upon an otherwise healthy offspring.

tured, and I will suspect it in the child. For, if it has not already appeared, the unquestionable
tendency to it, inherent in the system, will doubtless be developed at some period or other, though it
may not be till even late in life.

CHAPTER

V.

CAUSES OF HERNIA.
There
rence.
we

time— and not many years since when Hernia was of comparatively rare occur
then which have produced its prevalence, are truly of modern date. But before
examination of them, we will take a cursory view of others at large. And these
—

was a

The

causes

enter into an

classes :
may accordingly be divided into two grand
First.— Those which weaken the abdominal muscles, and relax the general tone of the system.
the
Those
increase
which
Secondly.—
pressure of the viscera, thereby destroy the proportionate
strength of the muscles to bear them.
With respect to the first class, anything that predisposes to debility, by relaxing muscular fibre,
femoral
tends to predispose to the disease. It widens the apertures, through which the spermatic and
it unbinds the tendonous tissues, and elongates the attachments of the viscera, render
vessels

ing

pass ;
them more

pendulous

and

pressing.
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A person

naturally fleshy, being

reduced

employment, before adeqoate strength is

by sickness,

regained,

of
but

Hernia.
recovering and again returning

may discover

a

sudden

swelling

in

to active

the

groin,

the
Warmth of climate, season and clothing, frequently produce
which proves to be a hernia.
the meredian of life is past, may also occasion
same effect.
Wasting of muscle, as is usual after
1 luid diet
most
is
the
disease
that
prevalent.
it. And it is on this account, and at this period,
the same
cause of the complaint-there not being
amon» laborin* classes, is also looked upon as a
These, then, constitute the principle causes
amount of bracing nourishment afforded to the system.
on
when
hurried
met with, especially,
by predispobelonging to the first class; and are often to be
and in
But the complaint so appearing, is invariably in its mildest character,
sition to the disease.
other symptoms.
ushered
in
when
contrast,
by
striking
A
forms.
person leaping from
The second class present it in its most aggravated and dangerous
uneasiness and swelling in the groin,
a height, or thrown from a horse, may be heard to complain of
Violent action of the abdominal muscles, by pressing upon the
which is found to be a hernia.

unfrequently produces rupture. It is in this way, that lifting of heavy weights, especially
in our iron-foun
body is in a bent position, that the disease is brought on. Men working
Plasterers, likewise, as another class of men, from
cause, are very subject to it.
working over-head on ceilings. Also, merchants and merchants' clerks, who are much on their feet,
Violent coughing frequently produces it. Children having
and occasionally tilting heavy boxes.
hooping-cough frequently take it, as well as when fretful. Costiveness is another source of the
disease ; and greatly aggravates it where it already exists. Increased size of the abdominal contents
is another cause. A person suddenly growing fat, and the abdominal muscles not accommodating
themselves sufficiently early to the distention, may permit its occurrence.
There is still another way, in which the viscera are made to press violently against the walls of
The one I allude to, is a
the abdomen ; and this brings us to a consideration of the modern causes.
great and fearful one. It is a most prolific cause. I mean compression around the waist. Its
Take a distended sack, and try to girdle it, in the manner a
baleful modus operandi is readily seen.
young lady secures her stays, or a gentlemen the buckle on the back of his pantaloons, and can yon
do it, even to the extent they can their persons, without rending it in some part, or rupturing it, if
[t is thus by binding in the waist, that the cavity of the
you prefer the term 1 The answer is plain,
abdomen is diminished, and the viscera forced down against the walls that embrace them ; which
not
have
sufficient strength to retain them, and they must escape. Here then are the evils of
may
modern dress— a dangerous comment on the tapering waist.
In former days, when our good grandsires
wore their pantaloons below the
bilge of the abdomen, supporting rather than depressing it ; and
their sensible dames appeared in the loose dress, Hernia had not so many victims.
There are other modern causes, which might be mentioned, but we will dismiss the subject here.
For the removal of the great genius of evil, just mentioned, will of course obliterate others connected
with it, and dependent upon it.
The summary is perhaps sufficiently extended to awake attention.
We have endeavored to enumerate the causes briefly, for the information and precaution of all. It
is hoped they may serve the purpose ; and if not sufficiently timely for some, at least so to many.
For it is no idle dream, that the disease may be guarded against, and even the diathesis removed,
where it already exists, by resorting to such bodily training, as is best calculated to establish
vigor of
muscle and soundness of health. It is a physical infirmity, which may be
effectually checked in
this way, while yet in embryo ; and, eventually, the area of its dominion be greatly diminished.
viscera,

not

when the

dries, from this

CHAPTER

VI.

GENERAL SYMPTOMS OF HERNIA.
The approach of hernia is sometimes slow, and even unsuspected for a time. The
discovery of
indolent tumor in the region of the abdomen, may be the first notice the
patient has of the exist
of the disease.
Ruptures which appear after middle age, from the gradual decline of. muscular
energy, or from hereditary predisposition, often approach after this manner. Therefore, when an
apparently harmless tumor, though not larger than the finger's end, is detected in any of the ordinary
seats of the disease, its character
may be suspected. If it disappears on lying down; re-appears on
coughing or assuming the erect posture ; becomes, after a time, somewhat tender to the touch ; is soft
without change of color in the skin; produces uneasiness when the abdomen is
distended, or the
bowels costive,— you may feel assured, even without the corroboration of half
these symptoms '
'.hat it is hernia.
an

ence

If there be

attention paid, the symptoms, after a time, assume a more serious
character
The
strength diminishes, the health becomes precarious, and the patient fretful and nervous The tumor
continues to increase in size ; and the bowel
in
its
progressing
descent, produces a pendulous dracging, sinking sensation in the viscera, caused by their loss of support underneath. Colica
often intervene, especially when there is costiveness. When a
person from accident or violent
exertion, becomes ruptured, the symptoms are more acute. Severe
pain in the part, and redness of
the skin, are often the result.
And, under the circumstances, it requires the bowel to be early re
placed, as there will be less or more danger of strangulation, on account of the
inflammatory
J Lymptoms that may ensue.
no

sym'ntomj

svmo"

'
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An irreducible hernia is attended with
many of the above symptoms, bnt cannot be returned into
the abdomen. And is
always either the result of neglect to procure an instrument for its retention,
or of the
of
the
one
used.
imperfection
The strangulated form is attended
by symptoms as severe and dangerous as unequivocal ; and
likewise, generally, the result of neglect, or imperfection of the instrument worn. When a hernia is
allowed to descend
frequently, and especially while it is yet small, and supported by an imperfect
truss, the orifice through which it escapes is liable to become irritated, while the muscles embracing
it become rigid and swollen
; when they consequently contract upon it, and arrest the passage of the
contents and the circulation
through the part. It is then strangulated ; and the rapid succession of
alarming symptoms announce its tendency to be speedily fatal, if they be not arrested. Severe pain,
heat and inflammation
immediately ensue ; the patient becomes restless, the pulse hard and quick;
a sense of abdominal
compression is complained of: eructations and vomiting come on, and the
contents of the stomach are
freely ejected ; and sometimes of the bowels as low down as the con
stricted portion.
The patient is covered with a cold,
of
sweat.
After a time, the
the pain mitigates and the tumor
tion that are taking place.
The

hours, if relief be

not

clammy
purple color, indicating the gangrene
symptoms thus progress in succession, producing

changes

to

a

severity

and

mortifica
a few

death in

obtained.

CHAPTER

VII.

DANGERS OF HERNIA.

Hernia, under any circumstance or form, is less or more dangerous. Even when capable of
reduction with ease, and under the protection of a tolerably "good truss, the patient is by no means
A few hours from inattention, or perhaps accident, may convert his seeming safety into an
secure.
alarming condition. His disease may become irritated, his instrument may give away; in short no
security for his safety exists, and he may pay the forfeit with his life.
—

And when the disease has assumed an irreducible or strangulated slate, the dangers are increased.
It becomes eithe'r ultimately fatal, or suddenly perilous ; if a severe, and at best, dangerous operation
be not resorted to, which, generally, only can afford relief.
The pendulous state of an irreducible rupture is such, as to constantly contribute to its increase of
It therefore becomes larger and larger, and after some years will probably ingulf the whole
size.

abdomen,
extending in a tremendous sac, as low down as the knees. The unfor
dragging out a most miserable existance, till death finally comes to his relief. During
this time the rupture is moreover less or more subject to strangulation.
And when the strangulated state intervenes, it is in truth, generally speaking, suddenly perilous.
It must necessarily and speedily terminate in mortification ; and especially, when it contains intes
tine, must prove fatal. Instances of omental hernia, have been known to undergo the results of
strangulation, and recover by the formation of an abscess. But such are extremely rare. In fact,
the recovery in every way from this state of the disease, not excepting by a surgical operation, is so
contents of the

—

tunate sufferer

uncertain,

that its

name

may be identified with death.

CHAPTER

VIII.

TREATMENT FOR THE REDUCTION OF HERNIA.
hernia is perceived, the first thing to be done is to reduce it ; which the patient
endeavor to do, by gently pressing it with a few fingers, if it be small, or with
The pressure should be of such varied character, as would natur
one or both hands, if it be large.
in
an effort of the kind ; and always be directed toward the orifice from which
ally suggest itself
the hernia has escaped. If it be from the internal ring, and has descended somewhat in the inguinal
If it be a Direct, or
canal, the pressure should accordingly be upward, outward and backward.
Ventro-In^uinal rupture, it must be directly backward or nearly so— making allowance for the falling
And, if it be Ferncourse always carries it somewhat below the place of exit.
of
which
tendency,
The effort as yet may be
oral, the pressure must be rather downward, backward and outward.
be
there
any difficulty experienced, every advantage of
made in the standing posture. But should
be taken.
The patient should not only lie down on his
position likely to favor its reduction, should
thus materially assist both by relax
back, but elevate his shoulders and hips, draw up his knees, and
return by its own gravity.
ation of the abdominal muscles, and the natural tendency of the rupture to
he has to do it frequently, will per
and
if
succeed,
himself;
than
he
will
more
likely
After this manner,
be only surpassed by his medical attendant. But, should he
haps acquire an expertness, that may
in this way, we would not advise too much perse
not be successful after some considerable effort
or the part so irritated, that strangulation might be
become
as the bowel
verance
The moment

should

a

immediately

;

injured,

might

induced.
A rupture may be irreducible for

a

time, when there

is neither any adhesion

yet taken place,

nor
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It may be owing to one of two other causes, namely : the rapid
to occur.
of the parts after they have escaped, preventing their repassing, readily, again
into the abdomen ; or, contraction of the neck of the sac ; and in consequence it may be impossible
to effect a reduction, by mere manual effort.
When such seems to be the case, I would advise a
collateral means, which alone, after some time, may accomplish it. Let the person remain in the

strangulation likely
diiitation or growth

recumbent

position, and resort to cold applications to the tumor ; such as linen folded and wet with
If this may not have the desired effect, ice broken and put in a bladder, to avoid the
inconvenience of it melting, must be had recourse to, and persevered in until the hernia is likely, or

vinegar.

actually
when I

has returned of itself.
I have found this a most effectual means, and have succeeded with
confident nothing else would have answered.

it,

am

of Philadelphia, sent me a measure for a truss for herself. After some days, her
husband called and informed me, she could not reduce her hernia, and wished me to see her and
make the effort myself.
I did so, and
attempted it with all the little skill I possessed ; and perse
vered in it, as long as was
thought prudent, but all to no purpose. It was evident there was no
adhesion, and tendency to strangulation there was none. Ice was ordered at once ; for I knew, it
would require the most powerful of like means. This was
continued, until the fifth day, when the
hernia disappeared of itself into the abdomen.
This mode »f treatment, however, requires one
precaution. If the ice bB long and freely applied,
there is some danger of frost-bite.
The consequences of which will be
sloughing, soreness and incon
venience, afterward.
When the rupture has been returned, a truss mnst be
applied to secure its retention. But, should
there have been any considerable
difficulty in effecting the reduction ; and means employed, which
may have rendered the part sore, the truss should not be applied at once, but sufficient time be
per
mitted to elapse, for the soreness to
disappear. The patient, however, in the mean time, must
remain in the recumbent
posture ; for should he attempt to stantl on his feet, the rupture will be
almost certain to re-appear ; when the same difficulties
may be again to encounter, before it can be
Mrs.

,

reduced,

CHAPTER

IX.

TREATMENT OF IRREDUCIBLE HERNIA.
When

a

hernia

once

becomes

adhered

the wans of the sac, but little
firmly
hope remains for
Yet, relief ,s sometimes obtained ; a
',erefore, no case should be abandoned in utter
hopelessness.
It happens that Irreducible
en
ruptures, espc
large, are often of the omental kind, or at
least, in part. Now, if their be any intestin,
-.„ be
returned, pressure may be so applied
afterward, as often to effectually reduce the c
ion. If the hernia be
sufficiently small, a
concave
pad attached to the ordinary spring, ca;
,cted for the purpose. But if the tumor
be of too great dimensions a
bag truss can be c
I0, the same end.
Persevering after this
manner ai(led sornet,mes
by collateral means, whk
,1 only be
prescribed at the time to suit the
c. enmstances of the case success
is sometimes attained.
But if all these means fail, there is another
alternative, though one that greatly endangers life -that of an
operation to replace the bowel. Yet
CarS
n^0"
*, T'16'1*116 iL ^ °hanCeS f°r reC0Ve'y afe "deed .o few, it is very 'pruseldom
recommended.
o

relief

den.fH
dently

'

If this last

resort

then

be

possible support; which may

abandoned,

be done

the

only thing that can be done,
tolerably conveniently, by a bandage

is to

give the

sac

properly* constructed

danger obviated
size,
^ carelessness,^ accident, mus't
especfa ly
ata nT' u'S
^T^'^'I
-tie,
n^nths'-ago, ^^Z^11- AD aCCident' °f ki"d'
"""^

°f the DeCe8Sary ''~enience
eJthTg
r>aUt,T'
thus sustained,
being
likewise prevented from
much
increasing
,

,t

is

so

and

is

in

which is
be

^

thlS

Mr. C. of

Philadelphia,

turned out, the accident of

labored under

course

was

a

»™

»»d-

double, scrotal, irreducible hernia,

fnr th»

i.»

u

.

.v.

u

verv

a very

in nor

g

•«

1.™

,au,l-1"y cured.

•

all
fo

By
arded
some

ami wWi,

As the

case
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X.

TREATMENT OF STRANGULATED HERNIA.
When

a

hernia has assumed

•

which will be known by the symptoms enumer
ated on a preceding
page, the treatment must be energetic and decisive ; and so much so, we would
not advise that it should be
directed by any other than a regular practitioner. It is 4 form of the dis
ease that is
extremely dangerous, and generally terminates in a few hours. So no time should be
lost— no precious moments be
spent in tampering with an uncertain treatment, but the proper medical
aid at once be secured.
Yet, as the practitioner may reside at some distance, and some time necessarily
before
his
elapse
arrival, something palliative af least should be done in the meantime. And nothing
can be better than
the cold applications, as
employed for the reduction of the disease. This will
have a tendency to relax the
rigidity of the stricture, lower the temperature of the already heated
diminish
the
flow of blood to it, and likely create a movement in the bowels ; all of which will
part,
tend to arrest the progress of the
symptoms and favor a reduction. When the physician arrives, he
will employ additional means ; such as
blood-letting, the warm bath, purgatives, opiate injections,
Sic., which of course will be selected and varied to suit the circumstances of the case.
If, after due effort has been made in this way, and no success attained, an operation with the
knife, as the only alternative, must be resorted to. This will relieve the stricture; and the orifice
thus widened, will permit the bowel to be
back into the abdomen.
And if it has been
a

Strangulated form,

pushed

undertaken

obliged
on

sufficiently early,

and

by

a

skillful operator, relief will likely be obtained.

to record the

fact, that probably one-half
account, that the operation has been delayed

the

patients thus

too

long,

But

we

are

treated do not recover, but mostly
having become mortified, when

the bowel

of course death must ensue.
At Pittsburgh, Pa., a case of strangulated hernia lately occurred, which might be mentioned in
this place.
The symptoms had progressed far, and the only hope lay in an immediate operation.
It wa» accordingly performed; but the bowel was discovered to be mortified, and the necessarily
fatal result

at once

made known.

Had the

operation

been undertaken in

time, life might have been

saved.
We

might

enliven this sad

same means was

early

attention to

employed;
it, when it

but

picture of
our object

assumes

the

disease, by the recital of many recoveries, where the

is to illustrate the

importance,

and

even

necessity,

of

this form.
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XI.

TRUSSES.

When a rupture of whatever character has been reduced, and the soreness, if any has been created
in effecting it, has disappeared, a truss must be applied; and so selected and Worn as to make a per
fect retention, and with the greatest possible ease to the wearer. Several kinds of hernia, however,
ai-i-\ir\ difficult to retain; for instance Femoral, Direct and Ventro-Inguinal, which require trusses
of no ordinary merit to manage.
Femoral, especially, on account of escaping under Poupart's liga
so immediately in front of the pubic bone, is difficult to reach at its point of
ment and

descending

exit. And furthermore, as the pressure is obliged to be directed upward, rather than backward, in
We are
order to effect any good purpose, an instrument only of a peculiar adaptation will serve.
free to say, that heretofore there has been produced no instrument at all suitetl to this species of the
The
our
statement.
man
to
corroborate
so
afflicted
of
those
the
very
goes
experience
disease; and
one knowing any
ner in which all are rrfade to act, at once points out their incapacity, to any
thing
named
Crural
arch—
above;
about the anatomy of the part. They rest upon the strong ligament— the
and it is intended they shall press it down from its usually stretched position, sufficiently to make it
But, the folly of such intention, as well as
bear upon the aperture from which the hernia escapes.
stretched between the
its inconsistency with sound principles, is soon made obvious. This ligament,
like the cord of an archer's bow, is of course capable of such depression;
and haunch

pubic

bones,

of the femoral vessels, as they
but mark the result. Severe pain, contusion of the skin, and compression
of. And this is not all, the object of the instrument
emerge from underneath, are at once complained
the position of the part is
With
movement,
every
reached—the hernia is not retained.
is
its naturally stretched position;
changed; the ligament, perhaps, in spite of the pressure upon it, regains
this is the shabby manner in which
and with every
change, the hernia likely escapes. And
retained. But still, a more fatal result sometimes attends. Absorption of
hernia is

no"t

"such

femoral
usually
the ligament is liable to be

produced, which of course destroys it.
likewise no easy matter with the ordinary
The retention of Direct and Ventro-Inguinal hernia, is
The emergency of the rupture so directly over the arch of the pubis, renders it impossitruss.
the
to
They all
pressure in the proper place.
place
ble, with the usually constructed instrument,
of course can press no lower than this bone. And the
more or less overlap the pubic bone, and
of
down
in
front
it. Of
from
It is only prevented
passing
result is, the rnptnre is not retained.
his hernia retained; for under the
this too, the patient is not always aware. He may imagine
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circumstances, little

or no

swelling

may appear,

as

of

Hernia.

it may he confined

principally

orifice of

to the

descent.
the first aim; for without it the inconveniences and
and too obvious to again require repetition. And moreovw
is indispensable; for without it, none need be expected.
it
expectation,
But we may add that the ordinary truss, nor in fact any soft pad, generally speaking, can never
effect this. It requires the fulfillment of certain indications, which but few trasses will reach. Th«
reasons of all which
discrepancy and general failure, remains to be inquired into. And if the hernial
reader has carefully accompanied us thus far
through these pages, he knows something of the charac
ter of his disease, and is prepared to enter
upon an investigation of its proper treatment. And as this
A

must be

perfect retention, therefore,

dangers

that accroe, are too
cure be held in

numerous

if a radical

is

mainly mechanical, compatible

vored to

ployed

disclose,

it at

for the purpose,

once

to

which

principles based upon the anatomy, which we have endea
history and examination of the various instruments em
will now regularly proceed.

with

brings

ns to a

we
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XII.

HISTORY OF TRUSSES.
A Truss is

a
bandage or instrument designed for the retention of hernia. It is intended by its
make external pressure upon the orifice,
through which the viscera have protruded, and
their re-appearance.
In olden time, a simple bandage was used for this
purpose;
and similar contrivances are still to be met with at the
present day. But since the introduction of
elastic steel-spring, it has been almost
exclusively used. The advantages which it possesses are
unequivocal. By its elasticity it adapts itself to the varying character of the abdomen; when it
increases in fullness, it extends with it; and when it
diminishes, it contracts with it. Therefore,
though the immediate successor to the simple bandage, it was a noble improvement, and has
cessfully defied a substitute, and doubtless long will. Upon its introduction, appeared the stuffed
pad. It was now thought that the instrument could boast a high state of
improvement; and it is
true, its attainments had been considerable. Nor would it seem
they were yet forgotten
They
are
still to be met with, under the name of the "Common
and
its
Truss,"
hundred variations
dangling in every Apothecary's window. Many changes in the material of the pad then succeededas
ivory, bone, glass, &c, but were found objectionable, on account of smoothness of
But a new
property was soon to be discovered and added, in which a far
greater perfection was

application

to

thereby prevent

the'

snc'

surface'

Not many years
ago, a farmer at his plow, who labored under the disease,
being troubled with
his rupture
escaping, on account of the imperfection of the old truss he wore, and
unwilline to leave
his work at the time to
procure a better one, placed a chip of wood, hewn somewhat in
shape, by his
pocke -knife, under the pad; which answering the purpose so
was permitted to remain
well,
fo
some
time, with the only inconvenience of the part
becoming a little sore. Upon the removal of it
after some weeks, he was
surprised to find the rupture not escape; nor, seemingly,
likely to do so
He hesitated about
replacing the truss, for he felt supported and secure in the
He
ordingly
'^ "
^
"**'' a"d fina"y aband°"*d *■ nor had he
more use for U
any
1
t
W,tb W t0 his
and the fact soon became
acquaintances,
w
general
y
known. He was
cured.
radically
Curiosity was awakened. The particulars were elicited
and
V\ hy should not others be cured?
investigated
inquired the Profession. Trusses wer accord
ingly constructed with wooden blocks, and patents taken for the same. It was
thought
would now be erased from the
catalogue of human ills. For it was exnected that
h.
of wood, a radical cure must
Pad WaS ib'U
Bnt like
necessarily follow
.
a
its infancy, its
^ *
promising usefulness,
be debased and sunken into
'"
disrepute. The
ge
adapting itself to the part with every step he took, cou d
clung to c lo .eh i prlnclPle
or ncin
and ,mproved in construction; but things befitting an
of
h
a
a
Instruments for the
-'
"d
of
a
0
like

Se elal
Enow

Th

part"'

C'rCU;mStanCe

a"c

T"

f

"nfufl

U..T H«JS

iff T\

mnll

inLadTf being urthTrde'velone^\ ZZT ^^
simple", S"XtrL"lTo'fIhe^/r
not™,
7™'
a<4 liarlnril
Radical Cufe Hernfa feing
Tk
TS^W '. '"'T
,

But th,s
brings us, ,„ the history of the instrument, to the present day excent in ,h
taken of the curative effects of
Viewl
the wooden block, wh ch
taker
Cure
And ,t now but remains
to make a
general examinat o of
know wherein they are
"^ may
particularly defective, and on what principles . »,w i .
constructed. And in
'^ **
entering upon this, we will commence,
was hrst drawn to the
lormeny did, when our attention

wi/be

subject.

''p„2Z| T'?"

IrZtltt

T^LT^T*"1

^^
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XIII.

AN EXAMINATION INTO THE VARIOUS KINDS OF TRUSSES IN GENERAL USE.
Durino several years

general practice as a physician, cases of hernia not unfrequently occurred to
engaged; and on account of the difficulties labored under by the Profession
good instrument, our attention was directed to the subject; and we accordingly deter
mined to take it up and investigate it. In the first place, the various kinds of trusses in general use,
were
to be examined; and a line of distinction drawn between their merits and defects, that we
might know in what part of the construction an improvement might be attempted. To this, we,
therefore, proceeded. And soon a motley many had we around us. Our little professional domicil
became a truss store to appearance. Here were some with back-pads, and there some with
front-pads only. Some with this kind of construction, and some with that kind;— as multifarious and
diversified as the contents of a Pandora's box; and perhaps many a patient has declared, possessed of
as many plagues.
Surely the idea of adding another to the list, held out no flattering promise, espe
cially while we yet had no conception of what it might be. Although the want of an improved one
became, to appearance, doubly urgent. En masse, the whole collection before us seemed to divide off
into two grand classes; namely, soft pads and hard pads. Under these two heads, we accord
ingly took them up, and briefly found them, as follows:
they

us,

as

for

want

do to all

of

so

a

PADS.

SOFT

The first thing indispensable in every
The pad being large, is generally more or less intended to rest on the pubic bone, and by
virtue of pressure there, prevent the descent of the hernia. Therefore, though the bowel may not
descend any lower, it is nevertheless, scarcely in any instance, at the same time perfectly retained in
If it does not indeed remain in part in the inguinal canal, it is almost certain, in less
the abdomen.
or greater amount, to be found in the internal abdominal ring, or orifice of escape, if it should be
as in the Direct or Ventro form.
Which,
being the case, there can of course be no
Defects.

I.

They

will not malre

a

perfect

retention.

—

truss.

generally

lower;

retention. And when the hernia is of the Femoral variety, the adaptation of the instrument
is still worse, and necessarily the retention still more imperfect.
II. The Spermatic cord is more or less injured.—The continued pressure it receives, being
constantly pressed against the pubic bone, must inflict this in greater or less amount. For it matters
not, though the pad is soft, it will have this effect.
III. The Soft Pad, as such, is defective.—Being soft, it soon looses its shape, speedily wears

perfect

a heated, sweltering,
out, absorbs the fluids of the body, and beside becoming offensive, produces
state
weakening effect, which, in addition to the severe pressure, must inflict a doubly injured, crippled
the
of
part.
must go, to
rV. They seldom, if ever, effect, a Radical Cure.— The process under which the part
The only instances
arrive at a radical cure, is only instituted by a pad of the hardest material.
be
said
to be in the very
soft
of
use
the
under
be
effected
kind
this
pads,
may
of
wherein a cure
may
But in such instances it cannot even be said to be by virtue of the Soft Pad. It is
young subject.
would effect the same, if properly applied and worn. The part
that a

simple bandage
strengthening by the rapid growth

known,

of the infant, becomes secure, and the hernia permanently retained,
the question
cured.
These, then, are the defects of Soft Pads in general. And
and thus
We answer, they have but one.
have they any merits at all?
may have already arisen—
not by any means
have
class.—But
the
with
ease,
they
opposite
compared
Merit.— Thai have
it is com
The injuries and severities before mentioned, are any thing but ease; yet
entire ease.
Soft Pads, therefore, as a class, are
when contrasted with the effects of the others.

radically

paratively such,

found to possess

four prominent

defects, and but

HARD

one imperfect merit.

TADS.

Their entire construction is
The; likewise will not make a perfect retention—
is better calculated for that purpose.
of the
not accomplish it; though the material
such as
the word, often causing contusion and injury, not only
II The,, will hurt, in every sense of
numbness, and even palsy of the
of the ,rr-'iu and spermatic, but femoral vessels; producing
the hard unyielding pad, acted upon by a powerful
lower eriremitixs.-TUh is all occasioned by
These constitute the sum of defects.
sminas will be seen, is effected
/"" 7 '" »"»»/ instances, will ere radically.-This,
1
of being instituted by a Hard Pad.
variouslv, but by defined processes, though only capable
not become offensice.-Keczuse
and
and
cool
clean,
remnn
II. The,, ,r,II retan, their shape,
Defects

I

will'

pad

Merits

the material is hard and durable.
that of S,ft AWs.-Their surface being unyielding, of course
HI Their r.tentive power exceeds
and thereby
its way through it, as it tends to pass out underneath,
does not permit the rupture to channel
of the
This view is supported by a decision to that effect,
more retentive in their properties.
in the American Journal, lor December 183o.
.

Z

Philadelphia Medical Society, published
the

Lion,

second class; but,

to this
good properties then
them.
weighty objections urged against

Three

by

perhaps,

more

than counterbalanced
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instruments in

general

use.

And it

certainly should

attends the treatment of the disease; or, why so few physi
The sum of essential merits in the one class, amounting but to imperfect
cians care at all to treat it.
cure
a
probable
ease; and in the other to
only,— either more than canceled by the weighty objections
leaves the state of treatment in a very low condition; and with but
them,—
not excite

little

so

success

certainly

accompanying

Were the two properties, imperfect as they are,
little as a basis upon which to build an improvement.
found in the same class, there would be less difficulty in effecting something. But, not being the case,
Some new
it would indeed seem that something new, in almost every particular, must be produced.
construction which would embrace them both; and, moreover, present them more effective, must be
have
more
ease
than
afforded
must
we
In
a
would
be
reached.
word,
fallen upon, or no improvement
a toler
by the soft pad. We must have a better retention than made by either; and, at least,
certain cure.
Now, it became evident, that the required ease, and perhaps secure retention,

ably
might
ciples

construction, but the tolerably certain cure depended upon certain prinwhich were yet. to be ascertained, before their indications could be
filled. The theory of a radical cure, it was thought, was understood; but, why it was effected in one
instance, and not in another, could not be explained,— it was yet to be inquired into. It was plain,
however, it depended upon the action or influence of the mechanical means employed, but had not
And to this, we now directed atten
been investigated so fully and successfully as to be understood.
If the chances of a radical cure were not at least
tion. To discover it, was no small desideratum.
increased, the instrument received but little acquisition by the introduction of the wood pad. If they
were rendered but tolerably certain, a
great deal was gained. Accordingly, we entered into various
experiments; and springs of different strengths were finally applied. Some of greater, some of medi
be

um, and

above

it

a new

modus

operandi,

It was found that those
and their comparative effects noted.
effected a cure; those of medium, were more successful; while those
frequently effected radical cures. Here then was the important information at

below medium

some

medium, scarcely

below
once

gained by

in the

medium,

more

strength,

ever

arrived at.

was

ratio

It was plain that the pressure usually employed was too great ; and that
the secret of so much mischief. And mark the prospect. Could it be generally reduced, the
of cures would be correspondingly increased.
And could it be sufficiently reduced, the full

of beneficial results would at
was not difficult to see that

extent

notice, it
the very

once

be realized.

And when thus

tiling desired; by benumbing

brought particularly under
destroy
healing

pressure could have no good effects; but instead,
the part, and thereby retarding that strengthening,

severe

process, which is the process of a radical cure; and which the very gentle action of
alone sufficient to excite.
Lawrence
authority), in his Work on Ruptures,

(good

"The

patient

should

a

hard surface is

says,

at

page 91

:

powerful spring than is sufficient to keep the rup
long
pad must have the effect of weakening tlu» abdominal
ring and surrounding parts." Therefore, gentle pressure was now emphatically wanted; and this
chimed in well with the ease sought. A construction that would afford the one, wonld
naturally
furnish the other.
An instrument that would press gently, would also press with ease. Next for its
on

ture up; since the

no

account,

wear a more

continued pressure of the

construction.

CHAPTER

XIV.

NEW PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION WANTED.

The

new

principle

of

it

regards a radical cure, we accordingly claim as the
be duly appreciated.
While it affords the prospect
of a speedy and permanent cure, it also procures the
long wished-for ease to the wearer. As a prin
it
is
and
future
instruments
ciple,
must necessarily be constructed in
unalterably such;
conformity
with it.
With these views we proceeded to devise some mechanical construction
that would fully
develop it. And it might be supposed, this would be readily accomplished, by simply reducing the
strength of spring. It is true that the strength of spring must be reduced; but, of itself, it would not
be sufficient. The hernia would not be
retained; for the pressure usually employed, was requisite to
that end; and, under the
general construction, would not permit of being reduced. The cases men
tioned in the
as
selected for trial, were those
preceding chapter,
only in which gentle pressure would
subserve; but in which the varied pressure, as named, was applied;
though the powerful was unnecessary for the purposes of retention, but important to comparative results.
For only from the thus
varied treatment of like
cases, could their, respectively corresponding results be estimated
So the
simple reduction of the strength of spring, was not sufficient of itself, for the
generality of cases
result of

Some

our own

gentle

labors.

Its

pressure,

as

importance will

construction must be added to render it effective.
And when it was recollected that with
two fingers, almost
any rupture might be retained, even against the action of a violent
seemed plausible that some
be
fallen
arrangement might
upon to act with equal ease and
certainty; while ,t was direct evidence that powerful pressure was uncalled-for.
Could such action
therefore, be imitated, we would have what we
sought. To imitate it, then, was important A
small block and an upward pressure would do
it; arid would differ materially from that mid* l.v
usual trusses; which was backward and on a
large amount of surface,
conUct w " «
pubic bone and solid parts of the groin. Morever, it was essential it s^ou
nave a yie
self-adjusting movement, that it might avoid the usual severity, as well as
general liability
the
the

new

tips of but

cough,

it

coming
f

t£

dT i'd
0lft
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rupture escape. For the pad being riveted
tight
its point of
pressure with every movement, and
the

leg

is

thrown

forward, pressure is
made by the upper
part;

made

on the
spring, as is common, must necessarily vary
consequently afford no security. For instance, when
the
lower
by
part of the pad; and when it is thrown

backward, it is
at the same time
endangering an escape of the hernia, to a de
It is true, that some of the
gree in every instance.
pads before us, for instance, Hull's patent, and the
old Lberle truss
(imitated by Marsh and others), had a kind of movement to meet the exigency
relerred to; but so imperfect as to render it
doubtful, whether any advantage at all was derived. The
former having a rocking motion, and the latter a
yielding one on the under side only; and conse
quently when it would yield, it would be but to let the hernia escape. It was therefore unquestion
able that the yielding movement must be entire— that it must be
at the center; and any mechanical
arrangement that would confer it, with a perfectly self-adjusting one, would carry out the combinalion desired.
A spiral coil of wire was
for
a
time
but
it lacked steadiness, and would
;
employed
not readily regain its center; and was
abandoned. The

by

center

a

next

accordingly

pin,

was

finally

struck upon; and

found to act

to

chapter.

CHAPTER

semi-elliptic spring, supported
admiration, as will be seen in the

XV.

A NEW TRUSS.
Having succeed*! in

combining the perfectly self-adjusting principle with the entire yielding one,
given a block of small dimensions, to act with all the certainty of the tips of the
fingers, and well nigh with the same ease.
The shape of the block was modified to a
regular rotund-elongate, or egg-shape; and, with a plate
imbedded upon it, delicately poised on two semi-elliptic springs, crossed at
right angles— but finally,
on but one, for it was found to answer better— connected
by a center-pin, passing through the lever,
and
and
secured
underneath
a
plate,
spring
by screw-bur; having space to descend and give action
to the spring.
it

found,

was

BLOCK

when

ATTACHMENT.

Explanation.
a.

The

block in

imitation of the

Maple wood.
b. Brass plate, imbedded upon the
each side.
c.

d.
e.

It will

now

be

seen

egg-shape;
block,

and of

Holly,

and secured to it

by

or

White

a screw on

The

semi-elliptic spring, with points resting on the plate.
The lever or neck, connecting the block with the main
spring.
The center-pin, passing through the lever, semi-elliptic spring and plate,
and secured underneath by a screw-bur ; with space in the block to de
scend, so as to allow the spring to act.

that the block is

poised,

as

it were,

on an

elastic

pivot;

that when acted upon

relieved, as readily regain its erect position, ft is
given a perfectly self-adjusting property, combined with an entire yielding one, by which it
is enabled to adapt itself to any movement, or attitude under which the part may go; and conse
quently retain the rupture with comparatively little pressure, and almost entire ease to the wearer.
a more uniform pressure, a more secure re
Hence at once is gained a series of advantages
For a speedy cure will necessarily follow the
tention, comparative ease and a speedy cure.
first two.
The lever is made of mableable iron, which will permit it to be bent, so as to raise the
part, will readily yield; and,

in any

so

soon as

therefore

—

—

block,

throw it farther

or

under, if

The truss when
crosses
course

upward

is

necessary, at any time.
in the following cut.

complete, appears as
advantages derived
larger and the elasticity greater;

before.

The

and inward pressure

fashioned

against it,

The main spring in all instances
from this arrangement are very considerable. The bow of
and passing beyond the bilge of the abdomen, secures an

instead of

an

outward one,

as

is the

tendency

of the old-

spring.
THE

SINGLE TRUSS.

Explanation.
main-spring with appropriate covering, ^
passing around the body.
b. The button-screw, passing through the main
spring into the lever; and on which is buttoned

a.

The

c.

The block,

the end of the
as

cover.

described above.

-,

This construction is suited to all the varieties of Inguinal hernia. When applied, it will be seen
that the block points in the direction of the groin; and on account of its small size, will not come in
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pubic bone, nor solid parts of the groin. Being let down at right angles from the
main-spring, it dips below the bilge of the abdomen, and is consequently secure in its position, and
requires no perineal-strap to keep it in place. The block is intended to sit immediately over the
hernial orifice, and by the gentle pressure it makes, only enter it sufficiently to stimulate the part to
the necessary action. And the great secret of success has been considerably owing to this close
proximity of the block. All the pressure that is employed is properly exerted; end for the purposes
of actual retention and a radical cure, but little is wanted; and hence the efficiency of the little,
conttii-t with the

employed by

our

Instrument.
THE DOUBLE TRUSS.

Explanation.
The longitudinal opening for the button-screw
of the second block.
b. The second block, like the other in every re
a.

spect.

}

The Donble Truss differs from the
Single, only in the construction of the main-spring; and in this
only by the addition of a slide, and another block. At a proper distance from the end of the spring
is a longitudinal
or
slide
of
suitable
opening,
dimensions, through which is placed the button-screw,
to secure the second block; and
by which it may be placed nearer or farther from the other, as may
be required. It, therefore, has the
advantage of a variable distance between the blocks, so often in
demand, on applying an instrument of the kind; also, of lightness,
having only the weight of the
single spring.

Each general variety of hernia
properly requires a truss to be expressly adapted in its constrnction
it. And a lack of this, is one great cause of much of the lameness of the
many trusses in use; the
one form of which is intended for all the
varieties of the disease, except Umbilical.
Our Instrument,
as described above, is
perhaps better calculated for universal application, than any other. But if so
to

employed,

often fall

must

short of its
duty. The above arrangement is only intended, as before
For the other varieties we have variations, which we will here
describe.
When the Femoral
variety is met with, though its occurrence, like the Umbilical and Ventral, is
comparatively rare, the adaptation we make is simple and effective. Instead of the block pointing

mentioned, for the Inguinal form.

obliquely to the line
right angles

of the main-spring, it is made to
point directly toward it; or, in other words, to
with it.
The size of the block is also diminished
nearly a half, but left of the
egg-shape; and when applied, the lever is set under to an
angle of about thirty decrees
This
secures a most
perfect adaptation to the anatomy of the part; and such a complete action on part of
the Instrument, that the worst
cases are
managed with all ease.
Femoral hernia has been
generally found so difficult
retain, that it has been frequently
But the declaration should not excite
surprise, when we examine the
*
the pUrp°SeAm0nS the ™? larSe assortment waded
'
^^^ ^ W3S bDt a S°litary 0ne' intended
*°'
stand at

to'

tit™* n.nmanaSeable/
hrouVhTn tT^' ,"
br" USeAJ°'
^P'^J
Hnec
ZT*
"1And,
V0"""
strange
until the year 1835 had there been
may appear,
ZTi^
thedlsfasethe general market, constructed
ingle
expressly for it. How, then, is it possible that
"""^
a"d ^^ ^o'uld hav'ten
an^
else than
n^ebeVan'n
kV ""??
V* '"so,iU *"«'*
thing
And much
unmanageable.
it needs be in the hands of the emniric
n

es

of

as

instrument

not

a

in

S°

more

or

mere

must

instrument-maker; who, of

course, could not distinguish one
variety from another
f°rm °f b'°Ck " aS
USUaI' bei"S a re^"
varying from two to
°D the inSi<le Center is a
projection like the
t0 SUit the *ize °f the hernia
and the
of the
'" the UmbiHcal
inde"ture, after the hernia has been returned and naraUv

fn,!wB,,;ICAI' """'A' th,
n«r
T1"ThiTn'm :nng'h°,WeV?r'indimenSi0nS
ll\W3T°n ^
six

Hff

"

circle"

semi-sphefoidal

aV

fZe 07the

"patient

imp™iblT%n«
convex." nZ£^toZ?«Z^^ ? '■
^^^e^^&-"-*
w^r shape frtr :i
I~Pnt, theater
t0

much

req

It

»

"^ each case, renders ft
°f ^ pad Sh°U'd !e'd°m be

—

^oC^^i^^^"^
nguinal hernia

is so

comparatively

seldom met

for

said' jt

form!

with, renders it unimportant.
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XVI.

THE RADICAL CURE OF HERNIA.

The word Cure, applied to hernia,
simply signifies its retention by a truss or bandage. But, its
Cure, implies its actual cure; by which the person is restored to soundness in every respect
in the part; and no
to
wear
a truss, or any like instrument.
longer required
Formerly, when contriv
ances for the retention of hernia were
yet in so imperfect a state, as to act with no degree of cer
tainty, and the comparative relief of a tolerable retention seldom attained, the disease was said to
be cured, if its descent was but
prevented; for it was not expected that the instrument could be
dispensed with afterward; and much less that an actual or Radical Cure could be thus wise effected.
It is thus, therefore, originated this
application of the term. And when in the progress of its treat
ment, actual cures were performed, the word Radical, in contra-distinction, was prefixed to it.
Various modes of treatment were formerly, from time to time, resorted to, before the introduction
of wooden blocks, for the purposes of a Radical Cure; as, the
golden stitch, excision of the sac, use
of the cautery, astringent applications, &c. And resort to this
the
latter, and to
Radical

operations by

knife,

still abandoned. We not unfrequently, at the present day, hear of some new
plaster for the
of hernia, or novel mode of operation, for the same
purpose; though the impracticability
of either is alike obvious, and has long since been
satisfactorily proven.
Upon the introduction of the wooden block, the Radical Cure of Hernia, was looked upon as
tolerably certain; as has been disclosed elsewhere. But how far it has succeeded is well known, both
to the Profession and the public.
It was first urged that the cure was the result of irritation, or adhesive inflammation, as it was
are not

actual

cure

termed, and all possible effort employed

to create this condition.
In addition to the use of powerful
block was rendered rugose, or rough with a file, that it might be the more effective. But
if
fell
short
of
the
desired purpose. The contused groin was beheld with delight; and
seldom, evei,
the patient encouraged with high promises to bear up under it. But the unfortunate victim did not

springs, the
it

always find that
suffering, he was
disease

was

in

"

to grin and bear," as the
vulgar word is, relieved him. Often after months of
doomed to learn that his cherished hopes were not to be realized; and that his
but
rendered
worse.
relieved,
way
perhaps
discovered after a time, that this mode for a Radical Cure would not do. It was

no

It was thus
then surmised that the secret lay in a perfect retention ; and that the advantages of the wooden block
must consist in its retentive properties exceeding those of the soft pad.
Attention was accordingly
directed to it.
And though the surface of the block was rendered smooth, and comparatively flat, to
avoid the formerly cherished irritation, the severity was not by any means done away. The strength
of spring was if possible increased, for the most perfect retention was now the aim—it was the talis

of a complete cure; and must be had at no matter what expense of contusion and suffering to
patient. But with all, it was found that something was wrong—the per centum of actual cures
did not increase.
The secret was then declared to lie solely in the shape of the block. And many were the shapes
that consequently appeared. It was likewise deemed indispensable sometimes to wear one shape
awhile and then another. But still all would not do. The average success was no better.
Next, and finally, the whole difficulty was pronounced to lie in the general construction. The
ordinary elastic spring—never before nor since doubted by good authority— was therefore found fault
with ; and a bottomless basket-looking contrivance, called an abdominal supporter, brought in aid;
and hernial blocks attached to it. It was thought that by this compound operation of general sup
port, a radical cure would be facilitated. But tie np the arm and will not the muscle shrink ? Give
general support to the abdomen and will not its muscles relax 1—the very cause of hernia. However
useful may be the supporter applied for its own purposes, which, we doubt not, experience proved it to
be a very bad hernial apparatus—the poorest that had been struck upon— and we hear no more of its
man

the

application.
And thus reads the history of the wood pad. Is it then to be wondered at, that it should sink into
and its transcendent properties have been doubted f We are no less surprised than sickened
to see in the perusal, how little plain common sense was evinced ; to say nothing of the downright
stupidity of some whose attainments should have guided Ihem more clearly. For should not ordinary
observation have taught the most illiterate theorizer, that a contused and inflamed condition was
uncalled-for, for the purposes of a Radical Cure. Or that a complete retention, regardless of powerful
Or that the shape of the block, singly and alone,
pressure, could never facilitate the same object.
could never produce the desired results. But,
any more than individually the general construction,

disrepute,

we

do think that all might have readily inferred, that the severe pressure alone, was sufficient, not
to prevent the process of an actual cure, but to indnce a worse condition of the disease.
For,
it must necessarily do this, will be acknowledged upon being mentioned.
It is known, it is a law of the tissues, or living parts, to experience nnmbness under severe and con

only
why

the parts underneath take
; and with the same certainty, will absorption or wasting of
Therefore, the necessary results of this very principle must defeat the object in view ; and,
On the other hand, mark the results of a gentle
worse.
moreover, aggravate the disease and render it

tinued pressure

place.

Notice the palms of the hands and the soles of the
a pressure that produces no numbness.
the laborer, so constantly strung by
feet, subject to this kind of pressure. Or examine the muscles of
pressure

—
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action of the tendons,— and you see the results of a gentle pressure. Is it difficult then to see the
the farmer
opposing effects of the two kinds in the treatment of hernial Or is it difficult to see, why
to a
was radically cured by the imperfect pressure of his old truss; while the hundreds subjected
illustration.
And
so
it
no
farther
is
bettered
1
The
idea
simple,
requires
powerful pressure were not
at all was had, under the circumstances, may be referred to one of two
instance
in
relief,
any
why any
There must by chance have been a lighter spring, than usual, employed ; or
causes, or to both.
there

sufficient muscular energy to resist the effects.

was

have been

The

advantages

of

both, however, may

enjoyed.

The Radical Cure of Hernia, which we will now consider more especially, consists in the
occlusion or closure of the hernial orifice; which in consequence prevents the re-appearance of the
disease. The occlusion is can.-ed by the obliteration of the sac at its neck— except in rare instances—
For being the elon
which generally takes place while it remains exterior to the orifice of descent.
gated peritoneum and serving as the lining membrane to the tumor, it seldom returns with the pro
trusion into the abdomen ; but remains without, is extirpated by the obliteration, and afterward
disappears by absorption. So any process, physiological or pathological, that effects a permanent
closure of the aperature, so as thereby to effectually retain the bowel, without further mechanical
support, is a means of Radical Cure. And variously summed up, they are as follows :
I. It maybe effected by the elastic contraction of the sac, and muscular fibres emIt is a law of the economy, that when any part is subjected to distension
force, it yields less or more by virtue of its elasticity, but may become embarrassed in
its functions. Yet, if the distention be continued, the part becomes adapted to its new position; and its
functions regain their tone. Bnt, so soon as the distending force is removed, the effects are reversed—
tliere is an effort to regain the normal condition, by elastic contraction, and the part thus restores
bracing

by

the

orifice.

—

mechanical

itself.
Now when
men,

evenly

a

hernia leaves the abdomen, carrying before it the peritoneum, which lined the abdo
surplus in the part, it does it in conformity with the law just mentioned.
and the peritoneum and orifice, the parts effected.
become

and without

It becomes the

distending force,

They
gradually elongated and widened, as is witnessed in the progress of a hernia. But, return the pro
trusion and keep it securely so, and you see nature working out her own cure.
Contraction immedi
ately commences in the sac, and the tendonous fibre embracing the orifice, and is continued until
ultimately, if the sac does not entirely retreat within the abdomen, a new continuous surface resulting
from adhesions and deposit is formed; and, any external surplus removed
by absorption. This is
generally the case, but not always. It has happened that the sac would so contraot, as to become
very small, and also, the orifice sufficiently to secure a retention, without the aid of an instrument,
and remain so. But the reason is readily given. Some distending force remained.
The remaining
cavity was always found to be filled with water, in consequence of still communicating with the
interior of the abdomen ; but, the aperture not sufficiently large to permit the descent of the bowel.
Although the chances of permanency be small, when a cure is effected under any circumstances, under
this

head, yet it is entitled

It is
And it

But,

it

called
II. It
—

to

the term Radical.

by this process or law of the economy, that infants are restored, by use of a simple bandage.
explains why, in very rare instances, soft pads have been known to core adults radically!
is generally the process of time ; for
occurring so rarely, it cannot occur—what would be
immediately.

effected by simple adhesions.— This delicate bond of
union, is like that formed
surfaces when brought together, and known to
surgeons under the name of "union by the
first intention." It is an early result of such surfaces in
contact, and differs but little in hernia. The
peritoneal surface under irritation readily unites ; the two surfaces of the empty sac, therefore, brought
together, under the pressure of a truss by which they are irritated, soon unite in the manner referred
to.
And if the union was always of a stable and substantial
oharacter, it would be a successful
process of cure. But this is not the case; and hence the frequent recurrence of the
disease, after it
was supposed that an effectual cure was made.
It is true it sometimes proves Radical. Cases of
permanent cure being known to occur in this way, especially when the patient was
young. The
process is therefore entitled to the name.
HI. It may be effected ey interstitial DEPOsiT.-The action
of a truss pad, sometimes
produces a deposit from the blood in the interstices of the tissues underneath, which hardens them and
renders them less extensible, and,
accordingly, a more efficient barrier against the egress of the hernia.
The result may be effective in
proportion as other parts are involved. Should there be any
agglutination with deposit in the neck of the sac, with muscular contraction of the orifice, there
ma?
be some chances of
permanency in the obliteration. But upon the whole, it is but little more stable
thantne result of the
preceding process; and cannot promise much more permanency.
TV. It may be effected by general
coNSOLiDATioN.-The cellular tissue, whioh occupies the
neck of the sac, the neck itself, and the
surrounding tendonous fibres, facia), &c, may be condensed
and consolidated into one
general mass, and thus effect an obliteration. This is sometimes the
result ot a long continued
pressure made by a truss block of rather flat surface; and for
sometime
after the removal of the
instrument, renders the part perfectly secure. But like the occlusion prodnced by adhesion and cellular
deposit, there must frequently be doubt about its permanency. It is a
*" 8UCh
by ab80rpti<m' When the
that produced ^»
are removed.
Therefore the
majority of such oases cannot prove permanent.
may be

by bleeding

irrem«edS8nThlfemT

T^0™

canSe»P

V. It

may

be

effected by

suppuRATioK.-Wben the pressure employed, for the purposes of
to produce actual
inflammation, it always terminates in simple condensation,
interstitial deposit, or suppuration.
When the last occurs, there is a solution of continuity or death
of particles, which are thrown down and removed
by the discharge of pus or matter. Their place is
speedily refilled by the formation of a new membrane, of a much more firmly fibrous character than
pioduced by adhesions ; and possessed with a tendency to contraction, from which the constant
change under which solids go, is never able to set it free. It therefore becomes a most effectual
barrier to the descent of a hernia. It lacks but one
to become a
successful means of

retention,

is so severe as

thing

generally

permanent cure. That is, it could- not with safety be established in the neck of the
sac, which
would be indispensable to a
perfect cure. There would be great danger in the peritoneum, so suscep
tible to slight irritations,
it
a
taking upon
generally inflamed condition, which would be likely to
prove fatal.
A barrier to the entire descent of a hernia is often
produced in this way ; occurring sometimes in
course of the
inguinal canal, at the external ring, or in front of the pubic bone, caused by the severity
of the instrument; and sometimes
lack of attention to it.

by

An instance of this kind came under
my notice a short time since. A young man called on me
a trass.
On removing the one he had on, which he stated had
given him exceeding pain, the part
was found
already suppurating over the inguinal canal. I advised him to use no truss till it would
heal, but to return home, keep as much as possible in the reclined posture, and apply poultices. He
did so, and after some days returned with
delight to tell me, that his rupture, which was a scrotal
"
half cured," to use his own
one, was
phraseology. The suppuration had interposed a barrier, which
prevented its descent lower than where the block had rested.
VI. It may be effected by a re-union of broken fibres.— Most
herniae, occurring after adult
age, are more than likely attended by less or more rupture of muscular or facial fibre. It is not pos
sessed of the elasticity common to it in earlier
growth, and moreover is generally subject to more
severe distention at adult
age, from exertion. The Ventral or Ventro-Inguinal forms must necessarily
be accompanied by some rent of fibre.
,
When such a condition occurs, the re-union by fibrous deposit, under sufficiently early and
judi
cious treatment, is simple and effective and even permanent. But how long after the occurrence of
the disease, it may be capable of being established, has not been ascertained. The instances which
have come under our notice, were of recent origin.

for

Mr.
was

G.,

a

young

man

accidently tripped

belonging

up and

to

a

run-over.

fire company of Philadelphia, while running with an engine,
He rose with a sense of pain in the groin, and after some

hours upon examination found a small swelling with redness of the part, in the abdomen near the
groin. He wished me to examine it. I found it to be a ventral hernia. I prescribed the recumbent
with the necessary applications, and after some days applied a truss. He recovered speedily.
In two months I removed the instrument, and pronounced him well. His early cure was the result of
the above process.

position,

VU. It may be effected by thickening and hyper-nutrition.— Not many years ago, when
the Profession of Philadelphia were agog with a new truss that had appeared, a committee, ap
pointed to investigate the subject, very correctly reported, that its action did not promote thickening
of the part ; but on the contrary, always absorption under the block. And though they recommended
the truss in unqualified terms, they could name no other means by which it would effect a radical
And it was thought retention must accomplish every thing.
core, than by its retentive properties.
For there seems to have been but little notice taken of the benumbed and debilitated condition pro-

dnced, and consequent suffering from the

severe

pressure.

Our

ing the same iTistroment,fhlly corroborated their statement, so far
completely disproved it affirmatively. For, in the first place, its

experience, afterward, from employ
as

it

was

negatively concerned

; and

retentive properties did not exceed
those of many other trusses ; and the horrible pressure it made, generally defeated all possibility of
a cure by virtue of it, and every other process by which the like was effected, except by suppuration,
when the chances of life were necessarily comjiromised.
It seems, that the instrument-makers, who were employed as workmen on this truss, have since
become competitors in the market, and got up one of their own; which they claim will certainly cure;
because, being the same truss, they have discovered that the block was worn wrong side up!
Now when the pressure is so regulated and reduced, as not to benumb and cripple the part, and
cause absorption, a thickening from hyper-nutrition (or abundant nutriment and basis of structure)
a perfect retention to be made in
may ensue, and a Radical Cure be .thus effected. But it requires
the meantime, which is seldom effected by the ordinary1 instruments.

VIII. It

may

be

effected with certainty and permanency by stimulating the hernial

secure this, only requires the proper instrument, and that judiciously
dimensions it may
a truss with a block, small, convex and elongate ; that by such
with the hernial opening, but enter it somewhat, and thereby produce
contact
in
close
only
the requisite stimulation. It likewise requires the pressure to be self-adjusting and gentle, that by
the former, it may be uniform and the retention secure ; and by the latter, expansion of the orifice

Orifice to contract.— To
worn.

not

It

requires

come

and numbness of the part be avoided.
method of permanent cure. Hernia
Experience has proven this to be the only entirely successful
It is in fact, a sweeping process of
of the longest standing maybe effectually obliterated by it.
where it is established, there is
others.
For
embodies
instance,
many
eradication, and, more or less,
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conjointly, a determination of blood to the part, interstitial deposit, adhesions, re-union, thickening
and finally consolidation ; which alone would render the chances of a cure tolerably certain and
permanent ; yet, they are but the results, as well as auxiliaries of stimulated contraction, and when
combined with it, render the probabilities of a Radical cure no longer equivooal.

CHAPTER

XVII.

METHOD OF CURE BY THE NEW TRUSS.
This Instrument, the result of experience as disclosed in the preceeding pages, has been con
expressly to carry out the valuable principle of a gentle, limited and well-regulated pressure.
When applied, it is found to act with all desirable ease, safety and success ; instituting the phenomena
of its action in beautiful train, and speedily leading on to a Radical Cure.
structed

The

block, small, elongate and convex, accurately adapted in its shape to the anatomy of the
comes in contact with the
pubic bone, nor muscles of the thigh. The gentle and readilyaccommodating pressure, obviating numbness and its debilitating effects, secures comparative ease
and a perfect retention— the first great step toward an actual cure. And the close
proximity of the
block to the hernial opening, entering it to a degree, stimulates the
surrounding fibre, causing it to
contract, and the block to recede, which the gentle force of the spring permits. While the blood
quickened by the action, determines to the part, and freely circulates through it, distending and strength
ening the structure, by particles of deposit, which in time are converted into firmer, fibrous material.
Adhesions, re-union, thickening and consolidation, follow. And the part is thus, from an enfeebled,
and relaxed state, speedily built up to one of
consistence, permanency and power ; perhaps consid.
erably surpassing the most sound and vigorous condition it could have boasted before the occurrence
part, neither

of the disease.
It is thus the Instrument
in the history of treatment.

performs,

and is

attended with

CHAPTER

success,

unparalleled

XVIII.

INAPPLICABILITY OF THE NEW PRINCIPLE
The

certainty of

a

TO ANY OTHER INSTRUMENT..

of a gentle and well-regulated
pressure, is
unattainable by their construction. It is
and

new principle

inapplicable to any other instrnment; as well as
part
parcel of ours ; or the immediate
result of its action ; and accompanies it, as a
portion of it. It was seen in Chapter xii, that when
the attempt was made to apply it to
any other, which only could be done by reducing the strength
of the main-spring, it would not do; for
then, generally speaking, the rupture was not retained.
Their construction required all the
But this was not all ; even if the
pressure given them.
principle
could be joined to them, they would still remain to a
great extent defective, on account of the mate.
rial of the
pads of many, and the shaft of all. If they were soft pads, thev would not do at all, and
if of any smooth, hard material,
they would be nearly as defective.
would always, either slip
from the place, or adhere too
firmly to it, owing to the state of moisture on the surface of the skin
By the former, the hernia would be allowed to escape ; and, by the latter, the air
precluded from the surface ;-either. of which would
destroy the progress of a cure. But the shape of the pad would render
them ineffective in all instances.
are
They
generally large, and but little convex; consequently they can
never make effective
pressure on the hernial orifice, nor stimulate it to contraction
; which can only be

They"

and

Partia"y entering it. And
such
shape given them,
Jw»nM «HI?h C0DVeX,^rface f"'1? >»J«»ous.
powerful
would distend the orifice
etlt \W°rSe; COmpleteIy
™f* ,bed"troying theTheir
effects desired. The
inapplicability, therefore
o?thetri„,
*°l
the principle ^^
other
than
any
own, will be obvious.
were

*

and

.

a

pressure

7

of

to

construction

our

CHAPTER XIX.
DIRECTIONS FOR
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THE CORRECT
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is

APPLICATION OF THE NEW TRUSS.
an

item of

no

small

""""•"• ■** ~j «-«•

importance.

'- «>

««»•-»,

The first thing to be
done, is to ascertain the kind of hernia And if it u r
more than nine-tenths
of all ruptures are-the Instrument for
vi 1
b
,s then,
best
to
take the measure around the
generally,
pelvis ; and make a eket
J his will at least assist
■ugly
in the selection, but
always be a certain
be
only
accurate.y ascertained by the application of the Instrument
The

ht'vaity

no'

perfect'

A
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™i

ad anta
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carefully reduced, which
the following cut :
the single

is done best in the recumbent

of

Hernia.

position

; and the truss

It must be

truss applied.

21

placed

on

applied,

as

seen

in

from the opposite side,

below the haunch-bone, and carried
across before.
The accuracy of the fit and adap
tation will now be determined. The spring should
sit easy but close all around, except over the spine,
which it should not touch.
The block should be

immediately

found

immediately over the

hernial

opening;

which

will be sufficiently low to reach the pubic bone,
but not to rest upon it ; and so far across upon the
groin, as not to reach its solid parts. And to al
ways secure this adaptation, only requires the
proper length offspring to be selected ; which there
need be no difficulty in doing, as our Instrument
is unusually replete in sizes.
The block should next be examined ; and it
ascertained that it sits level. If it should not, the lever, being maleable iron, may be bent, and the
position thus altered. But it will not happen one time in three-score, that the inclination need be
altered. The block, being poised at the center, adapts itself mostly to any exigency that might arise.
If any alteration, however, is made, care must be taken in replacing the lever, that it be left at right
angles with the main-spring ; and that the button-screw, forming the connection between them, be left
Becure and immovable.
This will cause the block to always point in the proper direction, and act
more
effectively. The adjustment made, the strap is brought round and buttoned moderately tight on
the stud in the end of the spring.
Attention should be given, that the block is always kept fairly
above the pubic bone ; that it may not pinch upon it ; as well as, be too low to secure the retention.
The application of the DOUBLE TRUSS is similar, in the outset, to that of the single ; there be

ing

but

one

spring.

In the first

place,

it

must

therefore be adapted in every respect like it.
to be examined.

done, the action and bearing of the other block remains
The second block will, in almost every instance, want adaptation in two ways. First, it
will want to be

THE

This

double truss applied.

proper distance from
the other. In most persons of like size, apparent
ly, there is a difference in the width of pelvis.

This

renders

placed

at

a

the distance between the blocks

variable ; and calls for alteration in almost every
The button-screw, therefore, securing the

case.

block,

must

be slackened and the block shifted to

the proper

place.
Secondly, we must next examine the com
parative amount of pressure. If it does not cor
respond with that of the other block, the lever
must be bent to

regulate

it.

If it be thrown farther

; and if it be
diminished. The adaptation will thus be completed.
Truss may be employed with good results, where but a single
that
a
Double
happens
to the
rupture has yet appeared. It is often found that the opposite side is weak and predispose'd
For the causes which have produced it on the one side, may have operated to induce it on the
disease.
other. It may be ascertained by placing the hand in the groin, and requesting the patient to cough.
If there be weakness of the part, the bowel will be felt distinctly to strike, as though it would pro
trude, fn such instances, goodly service may be obtained by the application of a Double Truss. It
the part, and substantially restore it, by the time the other side is relieved.
will sustain and

under, the pressure will be increased

raised,

it will

be

It sometimes

strengthen

THE FEMORAL TRUSS APPLIED.

The FEMORAL TRUSS is applied in general
respects like the Inguinal. The spring of course
must fit, and be of the proper length. It is, however,
worn somewhat lower on the pelvis, as the hernia is
situated lower ; for we generally make no increase
of length in the lever. When the hernia has been re
turned, the truss is applied ; and generally requires
no farther adaptation, if it has been selected of

the proper size.
When cases of Double Femoral hernia occur,
the blocks of course are simply attached to the
in the same manner as for Double Inguin
And when instances present of Femoral
hernia on one side, and Inguinal on the other, the
blocks for each variety, respectively, will want to

spring,
al.

be

used.

It sometimes has

happened

that

Inguinal and Femoral both

have

appeared

on

the

same

side.
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And it presents a difficulty that is not easily surmounted. I have employed, at the same time, a block
And to em
for each.
But it is exceedingly difficult to have them act well under the same spring.
ploy two springs would still be worse. I have also sometimes constructed a double block ; which,
occasionally, would answer a tolerable purpose. But if the ruptures be not very bad, I have generally
found it best, to neglect the one, until the other could be disposed of, by curing it; then to return
and treat the other ; and tlius finally manage them.
The UMBILICAL TRUSS is applied as seen in the cut. Its adaptation is simple and readily made.
The size of the protrusion and extent of the
THE

UMBILICAL TRUSS APPLIED.

orifice, must first be ascertained, and the block
selected to suit. The central eminence on it
should be sufficiently large to fill the indenta
tion, without distending it,

or

causing pain

to the

wearer.

When the proper size of spring has been se
the block is attached and the truss placed

lected,

(.'are
on, in a direct line around the abdomen,
must be taken that the spring be of the proper
it
draw
length ; for, being short, may
against the

side of the

fortable

indentation, or being long, it may push
it ; in either instance, rendering it uncom
to wear, and ineffective in its use.
To

remedy

this to

against

end of the

a

spring,

degree,
over

it to be varied

there is

a

the

slide

block, which
the requisition.

will

in the

permit

to suit
It will be
found to sit easy, and be worn with a comparative degree of comfort.
The application of the Instrnment for the Ventral, form, is of course in most respects, like that
of the others. It is always applied in a horizontal line around, and
beyond the bilge of the abdomen,
when the disease is found to either side ; and worn with the same
ordinary directions.
IN GENERAL, whatsoever be the kind of truss applied, it
may be worn over or under the linen ;
but under is better; it will act with more certainty and
efficacy, and not be so liable to shift from its
And we would advise, that it be kept applied as
proper place.
constantly as possible ; and in no
instance be removed when the patient is in the standing posture. If it is taken oft* at any lime, the
should
first
lie
person
down, and not rise until it is replaced. And if removed at night, the same
precaution should be observed, and not displaced till abed, and re-adjusted before rising.
It is indis
pensable to a successful treatment. For if the hernia be allowed to protrude at any time, the passage
is opened anew; the delicate, membranous adhesions, which are
already formed, will be broken.
And thus all that has been done toward a permanent cure—
perhaps, the successful result of weeksbe destroyed in less than as many moments.
If the person is accustomed to bathing, he should have a
change of trusses, that he mi»ht use one
purposely for it. For, on account of the reasons mentioned, he should not attempt to
at
the time. The muscular exertion necessarily made, would
greatly endanger a descent.
If it might happen, that the block, when worn next the
skin, should chafe and produce *ome sore
ness, a few folds of old linen, cotton, or patent lint— which last
may be obtained of any druggist— may
be interposed for a time ; and the part
occasionally dusted with a little powdered starch, or carbonate
of zinc. This will generally soon relieve it. It is not intended that such
action shall be produced by
the truss. Where it occurs it is
mostly the result of a bad adaptation, or negligence of the patient
For a while after a truss has been applied, there is
better
than
the
use of a
nothing
sponge and cold
This will dissipate any sense of
water, morning and evening.
weariness, as well as tendency to
extreme irritation.
A slight redness of the surface is not
objectionable, but any thine
more
is
6

be\vithont

uncalled-for.
The

length of time usually required for the accomplishment of a Radical Cure, may vary with the
general health of the patient. Upon these it almost entirely depends. But when
are
favorable to it, a child or
youth, generally speaking, is permanently restored in two or three months
A person under middle
age, in four or five months. And those of more advanced
in
six
or nine
life,
months
It may be inquired, How will it be known when a
cure is effected %
We answer that the
general feeling; of restoration in the part will announce it. But to ascertain
properly, let the truss be
removed cautiously, while the
person is standing on his feet, and it
same t me
whether the protrusion ,s
likely to follow ; if not, some exertion may be made to cause it to do so
If
no
appearance o descent is still indicated, apply the hand to the
part, and let an effort at coughine be
made. This will at least test whether
any weakness remains ; for if there does, the bowel wW be
distinctly felt with each effort, inclining to descend. If there be
any apprehensions that
age and

the'y

noticed" af'the

alM .rot

It does

not
require, that the usual occupation be relinquished in the meantime or »h. »
♦
habits of life be
changed-presuming they are such, as are fully
to su ta n a
condition of health. A fair amount of
labor, or healthful exercise, is conduc ve t0 a r»coverv
disease, usually, being but little other than the result of
general anguor or debi
of the
system, ,s of course relieved by any means calculated to establish
g neral
■

mode

or

caSe'd

vigor'and
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NOTICES.

speedy relief and permanent cure of ruptures, there is doubtless
recently'prevented to the public, worthier a more impartial consideration
Truss.
It, doubtless, well nigh possesses all the merits in point of improve
no

"For the
strument

in

than this
Dai y Tmes June "J5.
ment, that an instrument of the kind can."
"It is considered a perfect article of its kind, and our surgeons, we are informed,
entertain a high opinion of it."
Daily Sun, June 25.
The usual severity is done away,
"It is said to be quite a superior instrument.
and the rupture effectually retained with but slight pressure."
Daily .\'rws.
It has
"It is, as far as we are capable of judging, a perfect article of its kind.
been pronounced by physicians who have examined it, the tie plus u tea of articles of
—

—

—

this kind."
ittsbur^k Chronicle.
Its great merit is, that it accommodates itself to all the motions of the body, and
P tt burgh (Ja It
is never liable to get out of place."
"We are told that physicians who have examined it, pronounced it a superior arti
cle. It is so constructed, 1 hat the block which bears upon the part moves on springs
into any position adapted to the feature of the body.
It is iu this respect that the
old trusses are defective."
t^itts;nir^h lJ<<st.
An admirable improvement on the ordinary truss.
We understand the medical
men of our
city consider this a great improvement." Pittxb rg , D spatrh.
An improvement in trusses, which is likely to supercede all others in use.
Pads
of a hard material only will effect a cure ; but the great severity, from their unyield
ing position, heretofore has been a source of loud complaint. This difficulty seems
to be completely obviated by the invention of which we
speak." P.ttsburgk hwr.
Although not at all acquainted with the disease, we apprehend, from what we
understand, that this truss is immensely superior to any in use." Pittsburgh Cumme cial .to..mal.
It seems to possess the requisites of a perfect truss. It causes no pain or fatigue
to the wearer, and so readily adapts itself to every movement of the
body, it cannot
be thrown out of place except by an actual removal with the hands. This truss has
been worn some time by a friend, who says that it is the best truss, in
every respect,
that he has ever u-ed.
We understand that it has been examined by several of our
most skillful physicians, who speak of it in the highest terms."
lJ tt*. Tc e^rap/t.
This truss appears to us to be the very best modification of that instrument. It
combines certain advantages found in no other."
/
ledge and &ta dard, .V-; t. 4.
"Watt <fe Pattep.so.\'s New Truss.
This new instrument, advertised in another
column, is for the radical cure of Hernia. It is constructed upon an entirely new
principle, and apparently possesses high merits. Its object is to do away with the
severity of the wood-pad. First, by reducing the amount of pressure usually em
ployed; and secondly, in rendering it effective, by giving the block the power of
adapting itself to any movement. Hence, it is said to be easy to wear, and by virtue
of its gentle pressure, to early effect a radical cure.
We would recommend those
using an instrument of the kind, to call on Dr. Patterson and examine it. His office
is on Waluut Street, above Third."
Lmr.nnati Uaily d/obe.
"The Block Spring Truss —By reference to advertisement, it will be seen Dr.
Patterson has opened an office for the sale of Watt & Patterson's new Truss. The
Doctor has numerous testimonials from eminent
physicians of the eastern cities,
where this truss has been tried, of its fitness for the uses for which it is
intended!
The afflicted needing such an instrument
may find it greatly to their advantage to
call on Dr. Patterson and examine it."
tin. in at Da iy i,a ctt
Watt & Patterson's Block Spuing Truss.— It will be seen
by reference to an adver
tisement in
the
celebrated
Block Spring Truss, recommended by
to-day's paper,that
eminent physicians in the east, where it has been used and tested to
their entire sat
isfaction, is now for sale in this city. This Truss is for the cure of Hernia or
Rup
ture, of which, it is calculated by high medical
onr-ninth
of mankind is
authority,
afflicted. Wre can say
from experience ourself, not
a
doctor
but we
nothing
being
think those afflicted will find it to their
advantage to call on Dr. Patterson 'His in
strument will recommend itself."
Vmc mati ha iy Gmmemol.
Watt «fe Patterson's Block Spring Truss.— This invention for the
cure of Hernia
enjoys the reputation of a most admirable contrivance for this dangerous and painful
disease. Its great qualities have been tested in hundreds of
cases, with a success
which could only attend the most decided merit.
Many of the Profession speak in
warm terms of it, and have
given certificates of the cures which it has effected in
their practice. No greater recommendation than this is
needed."— Germantown T h
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RECOMMENDATORY.
The

multiplicity of evidence, appearing from the most eminent sources, attesting
high merits of this Instrument, is the best guarantee of its excellency to those
unacquainted witli it. Among the many under whose favorable notice it" has been
brought, we would mention the following :

the

SAMUKL GEORGE MORTON, M. D.,
Late Prof, of Anatomv in the Pennsylvania Medical College.
SAMUEL McCLELLAN, M. D.,
Late Professor in the Pennsylvania Medical College.
"

JAMES McCLLNTOCK, M. D
Professor of Surgery in the Philadelphia Coll. of Medicine.
HENRY GIBBONS, M. I).,
Professor of Institutes in the Philadelphia Coll. of Medicine.
CHRISTOPHER C. COX, M. D.,
Professor in the Philadelphia College of Medicine.
HENRY S. PATTERSON, M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy in the Pennsylvania Medical College.
J. K. MITCHELL, M. D.,
Professor of Practical Medicine in the Jefferson Med. College.
,

Recommendation

By Professor Gibbons, of the Philadelphia College of

Medicine.
It

"

This Truss appears to us to be the very best modification of that instrument.
combines certain advantages found in no other."

Recommendation

By

J. H. W Bryan, M. D., late

Surgeon

"Watt <fe Patterson's New Truss has
have effected

eighty

in the

Pittsburgh Hospital.
successful.

proved unusually

With it

we

per cent, of radical cures."

Certificates.
Numerous certificates have reached
out

the

us

from all

We insert

quarters.

a

few to fill

present page.
EXTRAORDINARY
Rupture

of

Fifty-three Years'

CURE.
Cured !

standing

"Chester County, Pennsylvania, May 26, 1849.
•'Dear Sir : The Truss I obtained of you a lew weeks ago has entirely cured me,
although I am old and my case had been considered hopeless. I am now seventytwo years of age, and was ruptured when I was nineteen, by a fall from a horse, and
have since tried, I believe, every Truss in use, but could get no relief until I pro
cured one of Watt & Patterson's from you ; its effects have been extraordinary, and
I feel grateful to you, and you are
I am no longer obliged to wear it, or any other.
;it libertv to make 'his public if you see proper.
Yours, <fcc,
JAMES LEDLEY, Sr."

CURE OF A DIFFICULT HERNIA IN THREE MONTHS.
Dr. Fa'tersm: D.ar Sir It is about four months since I called on you with a
I had tried every truss in vain— so I had and
very difficult rupture. I told you
But I was willing to make one more trial, and am now
never obtained any relief.
you applied not only gave me im
delighted to inform you of the result. The one
mediate relief, for 1 wore it with all ease, but has entirely cured me. It is a month
You are at liberty to make this public, if
since I laid it off, and .all remains right.
'•

—

—

vou
-

wish to do

Very respectfully,

so.

JAMES DAY."

Louisville, Ky., July 14, 1819.
A VERY OLD HERNIA CURED.

This Certifies, that I was ruptured about forty years ago by lifting heavy timbers,
and continued so, without relief, until about six months ago, when 1 obtained one of
Watt <fr Patterson's New Patent Trusses, which I believe has completely cured me.
"

"Greenup Co., Kentucky, July 18, 1849.

SAMUEL MARTIN."
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Sold by Dr. A. W. PATTERSON, "Walnut
street, above
for the West and South are to be addressed.
ID" Persons
the

forwarding

Instrument,

with

their

measure

assurances

T

(the number of inches around the pelvis,

it will fit.
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